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Overview
DocShop is an interactive documentary 

workshop-- a hybrid interactive media col-

laboratory and artist residency program, 

producing events and working with artists 

to engage audiences in new ways.

DocShop will incubate the work of artists 

along with challenging the role of author 

and audience in convivial and participa-

tory workshops, exhibitions, and events. 

DocShop also works with artists to identify 

& secure resources, dialogue with broad-

er networks, and document the process of 

engaging with audiences.

Web
http://docshop.space

Team
Rachel Boyce, Technical Director
Rachel is a creative technologist and digital renaissance human with a background that spans areas from 

web development to microbiology. Rachel is an avid learner whose prime directive is to create cultural 

tools that help people optimize their own brains, through the merging of computational tools, art, and 

storytelling techniques. Rachel is currently studying digital media arts at Harvard, and will prospectively 

graduate in 2015 with an ALM in Information Technology.

Joe Steele, Lead Facilitator
A documentary artist, Joe holds a BFA from MassArt and is an MDes Candidate in Art, Design, and the 

Public Domain at Harvard’s GSD. Joe has a background in video production, photography, teaching, 

and arts nonprofits. Currently, Joe is interested in how people learn and create memories through nar-
ratives, with an interest in interactive documentary’s potential to engage publics with storytelling directly.

Daniel Solomon Koff, Creative Director
Daniel is pursuing an MDes with a concentration in Art, Design, and the Public Domain at Harvard GSD. 

His thesis is on spatializing archives, developing a methodology to edit materials in such a way as to 

interrupt cultural narratives. Koff attended Washington University in St. Louis where he earned a dual 

bachelors degree in History and Social Design while co-founding the university’s first housing coopera-

tive. In his professional career, Koff has worked in real estate development, workplace strategy, public art 

master planning, environmental signage design, video production, network organizing, and non-profit 
management.

Dalia Othman, Berkman Fellow
Tina Pamintuan, Nieman Fellow
Valery Lyman, Journalist and Filmmaker, FAS
Debbie Onohua, Ethnographer, SEL, Harvard College
Lara Baladi, Artist & MIT OpenDocLab Fellow

Mentors
Matthew Battles, metaLAB
Cristoforo Magliozzi, metaLAB
Jessica Yurkofsky, metaLAB
Paulina Haduong, Berkman Center

Mentors       Affiliates

metaLAB at Harvard Berkman Center for     
     Internet & Society    and Nieman Journalism Lab



Problem
University life is siloed. Faculty are situated in different schools, conducting research in 
their own labs. Over 500 accomplished visiting fellows from all over the world flow in and 
out of the city each year without producing any new work. Students are left to fit into to 
other people’s agenda, paying their dues until they can one day carve out space for their 
own work. The community of creatives and entrepreneurs is not activated by research-cen-
tered activities, yet could be engaged by making.

Solution
We seek to shift the academic paradigm from competition to collaboration. We are cre-
ating a program that builds partnerships between faculty, fellows, and students to culti-
vate projects that further each person’s individual research while realizing a group vision. 
DocShop will employ design process, including empathic design, rapid prototyping and 
iteration, and audience analysis, to help accelerate the artist’s practice.

DocShop’s Formula
DocShop brings together a unique interdisciplinary team of artists, technologists, archi-
vists, journalists, humanists, and historians to tackle the problems of storytelling and en-
gaging audiences in this age. Through ideation, rapid prototyping, and iteration, artists 
and workshop participants create an expressive community focused on making by en-
gaging directly with audiences.



Opportunity

Source: http://www.artsboston.org/page/artsfactor

We might be the only ones doing this, but there are a few prece-
dents whom we could gather lessons and best practices from.

Faculty: patents, VC funding for cultural entrepreneurship

Fellows: 500 Fellows each year come to Cambridge from over 30 
countries (eg. Nieman, OpenDocLab, Knight, Loeb, Berkman)

Students: Amt. spent on tuition each year, potential to provide 
mentorship and gain experience as work-study or internship. 

Cultural engine: Arts and culture accounts for $1.5 billion in 
spending (see figure) Patrons of the arts give to arts, nonprofits, 
and spend money in Cambridge/Boston. Nonprofit arts also gives 
back to the community in the form of education and tickets.

Competition
Y-combinator, Mass Challenge, iLab Venture Incubation Program - These startup incubators cultivate economic and 
social ventures that have the potential to scale. They do not develop a portfolio of project-based artistic productions.

Union Docs in Brooklyn, Mothlight Microcinema in Detroit - These organizations incubate non-fiction and avante-gar-
de film projects and stage screenings. They are not geared towards interactive media. 

IFP in NYC http://nymediacenter.com/ , IMC Lab+Gallery, NYC http://www.theimclab.com/ , Brooklyn Fire Proof East

Artisan’s Asylum, Grub Street, District Hall, BSA|Space, Le Laboratoire Cambridge



Prototype
On December 11, 2014, Docshop staged Event 0, 
Notes From El Saniyya: Archiving a Revolution in 
the Digital Age by MIT Open Doc Lab Fellow Lara 
Baladi at the Harvard Graduate School of Design. 
Over 100 people participated including Fellows 
from each program, students, faculty and direc-
tors, fellows from Harvard and MIT, and curators 
from the MFA Boston. 

In the Spring of 2015 Docshop will continue its 
partnership with Lara Baladi, planning two more 
events that stage workshops and media events us-
ing her archive of the 2011 Egyptian Revolution as 
source material.

Article on Muftah.org by Sarah Moawad-- http://
muftah.org/lara-baladi- tahr ir-memory-ar-
chiving-revolution/#.VM-cPXZWJj0 

OPEN: 3-9 pm

CONVERSATION: 6:30-8 pm

Thursday, December 11th

Harvard GSD, Gund 522

RSVP: http://goo.gl/forms/2pCd12YDUr

NOTES FROM EL SANIYYA
Vox Populi, Archiving a Revolution in the Digital Age

photograph copyright © 2011 Sherief Gaber

Clockwise from top: Poster for Event 0, Lara leading a conversation, part of the crowd of over sixty 
participants in attendance at the event. 



Budget

Measurables

Phase I 2014-2015 academic year (pilot)-- $5k for 
events 1 and 2, production, 1st field guide, venue rent-
al (at MIT Media Lab and RedStar Union in Kendall 
Square [covered by Arts at MIT by in-kind donation]), 
Phase II 2015-2016 FY-- $30k for 1st year (incubate 
1-2 artists/fellows, along with DocShop operations 
and workshop) including events PM, venue rental, vid-
eo production, marketing, web design, and honoraria, 
with revenue coming from contracts for service deliv-
ery, workshops, and lectures.
Phase III, IV (see figure right)

• Incubate 2 artists projects per year
• Workshop 10 artists/semester, grow DocShop guild
• Call for proposals: 15-20 submissions in Phase III
• Operating budget of $20k for 1st year, $50k 2nd 

Year, Add 1 FTE in Phase III, 2 FTE in Phase IV
• Reach out to Harvard Ed Portal, Secure corporate 

funding & grants from foundations (MCC, NEH, 
Knight, Creative Capital,The Boston Fund., Barr)

Conclusion
We believe that an investment in DocShop will enrich the cultural production of Cambridge-Boston by 
bringing together problem-solving in documentary storytelling with new audiences, and encourage pol-
lination across institutions and disciplines. It will be of benefit to the higher ed community and a broader 
public, while contributing to the field of interactive documentary. Knowledge, when combined with arts and 
culture, is what attracts young professionals, entrepreneurs, and capital investment in the city.

Funding	  Source Phase	  I Phase	  II	  (P) Phase	  III	  (P) Phase	  IV	  (P)
Private	  Fund 5000 20000 25000 30000
Individuals 0 5000 10000 15000
Events 0 1000 2000 4000
Program	  Sponsor 1000 2500 5000 10000
In-‐kind	  Donations 2000 2500 3000 4000
Earned	  income 500 1000 2500 6500
Total

8500 32000 47500 69500
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The relationship between

k-anonymization and statistical bias

Olivia Angiuli

February 19, 2015
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k-anonymization

k-anonymization:
Each record must be indistinguishable from at least k-1 other rows in its

identifying features.
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Case study: edX data

edX is a massive online open course (MOOC) platform.

5 HarvardX courses: Fall 2012 and Spring 2013

Legal requirements (FERPA) required data to be k-anonymized with
k=5.

Quasi-identifier fields:
1 Course ID
2 Year of birth
3 Gender
4 Country
5 Level of Education
6 Number of forum posts

k-anonymous with k=5 means no combination of the above 6 QIs
can be represented in less than 5 di↵erent rows.

Olivia Angiuli (DPSI Big Data) DPSI Big Data February 19, 2015 3 / 8



What causes a row to be deleted?

Rows with rare combinations of QI variables cause rows to be deleted.
) Let’s look at the behavior of variables associated with rare QI values.
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Is there a relationship bw cor(QI rarity, grade) and

skewness of grade?

We’d expect that as relationship between rarity of the QI and grade
increases, anonymization would induce either positive or negative
skew on the grades.

How can we experiment with this idea?

Increasing k

Eliminating QI columns
Generating datasets to simulate di↵erent correlations between cor(QI
rarity, grade)
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What e↵ect does k have on the skewness?

Now that we see that “rare” QI values tend to be associated with higher
performers, let’s verify that as k increases (and therefore as anonymity

becomes stricter), performance decreases .
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Eliminating QI columns

Since the # of forum posts is the strongest associated between the rarity
of its values with the high performance of its students, perhaps deleting
this column altogether might decrease the skewness of the performance.

QI removed Cor(QI freq,grade) Grade

None-Original NA 0.0447
None-Deidentified NA 0.0366

Forum posts -0.4283 0.0608
Course combo -0.1698 0.0239

Country -0.0512 0.0371
Year of birth -0.0452 0.0434

Gender -0.0447 0.0287
Education -0.0228 0.0390
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Generating di↵erent correlations between QI and grade

The stronger the correlation between rarity of a QI value and grade, the
more skewed downward the grade should be of the anonymized dataset.
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21st 
Century  
Girlhood Elizabeth 

Yemane 
 

Maddy Stern 



The$Ques(on$

•  What$does$it$mean$to$be$a$girl$in$the$21st$
century?$
– How$does$it$intersect$with$technology$and$media$

•  Very$broad$topic$with$many$possible$angles$
– Body$image,$interpersonal$rela(onships,$etc.$

•  Inspira(on$from$past$campaigns$$
– However,$our$goal$is$to$be$reflec(ve,$rather$than$
ac(vistEoriented$$





Goals$

•  We$want$to$create$a$final,$physical$project$
–  Ideally$something$the$girls$can$take$back$to$their$
schools/communi(es$

•  Unsure$on$what$plaLorm$
– Oral$history?$Blog?$Video?$

•  We$want$something$dynamic$
– Allow$others$to$add$to$it$in$the$future$$

•  Mul(media$plaLorm$
– Hashtags,$stories,$photos$$



Focus$Group$

•  Tomorrow!!$
•  “Express$your$experience$as$a$girl”$
•  We$want$the$focus$group$and$the$feedback$to$
direct$our$project$
– We$will$pursue$what$they$will$find$to$be$most$
useful,$relevant$and$exci(ng$$

•  Any$ideas$for$ques(ons$to$ask$or$ac(vi(es$to$
do?$
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FOOD FOR FREE
     CINDY YANG & SORAYA OKUDA, DPSI MID-REVIEW



FOOD FOR FREE’S TEAM

VOLUNTEERS

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
OPERATIONS DIRECTOR, DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR

5 DRIVERS



THEIR MAIN PROGRAMS

Food Rescue

- Produce
- Farmer’s markets
- Grocery stores
- Farms (summers 

only)
- Prepared

- Dining halls
- Harvard
- MIT, Tufts 

(coming soon)

Transportation Partnership

- with Greater Boston Food Bank

Food Delivery

- Homes (people who 
live alone & are home-
bound)

- Schools
- Churches
- Shelters
- Assorted nonprofits



THEIR TRUCKS

CAPACITY:

9000 LBS PER 
AFTERNOON

CAPACITY:
4500 LBS CAPACITY:

3000 LBS

         BIGGIE MID-SIZE   SMALLS



OUR TEAM

       CINDY    +   SORAYA    +    JOEL GOH 
        (HBS)



DETERMINING 
THE PROBLEM

? ? ?

INVENTORY CONTROL? COMMUNICATIONS? 



WHAT DOES 1 DAY 
LOOK LIKE?



SPATIALLY MAPPING DATA



MAPPING OUT TRIPS



RIDE-A-LONGS

8AM - 3PM



INTERVIEWS

WITH 5 DRIVERS, & 
DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS

? ?



INTERVIEWS

● refrigerator 
management

● disorganized/messy 
donated food

● deliveries based on 
proximity instead of 

alphabetical 
hierarchy

TEAM MEETING:  
⅗ DRIVERS & OPS. DIRECTOR





THANK YOU.
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connecting friends for a safer campus

pick a safe route
or set your current location

the buddy system connects 
you with friends as you 

move about campus 

the buddy system checks 
on you and notifies your 
closest friends when you 

need help



overview of two modes

walking

destination

1)

2)

user pauses for 30 
seconds

ALERT: Are you 
okay?

yes

no

no response

resume 

AUTO MESSAGE to 
top 5 friends:
“Sarah was walking 
and asked for your  
help.”

AUTO MESSAGE: 
“ Contact campus 
police?”

noyes

AUTO MESSAGE to 
top 5 friends:
“Sarah was walking 
and has not respond-
ed to an alert.”

AUTO MESSAGE: 
tip to campus police

User reaches 
destination

Automatically turns 
on time-based 
check-ins

App deactivated on 
main screen

CHECK-IN

I’m okay user doesn’t 
swipe

alarm sounds 
ever 30 seconds

user turns red on 
the map

after 5 minutes AUTO 
MESSAGE top 5 
friends: “Sarah has not 
responded to an alert.”



Bonobo App
other apps

bsafe

lifeshel

kitestringcircle of 6

guardlypanic button
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mock up diagrams
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www.facebook.com/BonoboMobileApp

Bonobo App
next steps - online survey
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Bonobo App
next steps - survey distribution

Harvard Students Demand Respect

GradSAGE

Our Harvard Can Do Better 

OSAPR office

Harvard Men Against Rape

CAARE

Professor Diane Rosenfeld

11 Finals Clubs

Sororities

Grad school listservs/student groups

Suggestions?


